NEW CARE UNIT

We have a new care unit specifically for the Graduate School called Graduate Student Advising which will house graduate programs across the different colleges. If you have graduate programs interested in utilizing Navigate, please let us know! Since this care unit was added we updated the Advising Care Unit to now read Undergraduate Student Advising which requires no changes on your end.

DON'T FORGET

Everything in Navigate is term based and is updated nightly beginning at 6:00pm. Anything which is changed in Banner following 6:00pm will not show-up in Navigate until the following update is run.

SUCCESS SPOTLIGHT

From August 1, 2023, to August 15, 2023 (15 days): 4,771 appointment summaries have been filed in the undergraduate student advising care unit alone!

NAVIGATE ACCESS

Information on requesting access to Navigate can be found HERE.

NAVIGATE ADVISORY TEAM

Don’t forget to check out the Navigate Advisory Team and who your liaison is who will learn and collaborate with others using the platform; learn of upcoming changes coming to the platform; and provide feedback to upcoming changes being implemented in the platform.

EABHelp@vt.edu www.advising.vt.edu